Meeting discussions June 14, 2021

Items of discussion

Architecture piece

1. Comprehensive review: guides, orders, white papers, reports and standards. Just gathering of information until 10-31-2021
2. HVAC systems/guidelines
3. Design and layout considerations (RTW)
4. Increased use of antiseptic/touch areas
5. Temperature changes /baselines etc.

Mechanical/operations (Esber A.) need to engage with big group MPE.

Gary Ehrlich-repurpose of existing uses
Heater inside tents, propane tanks, change of use for temporary structures
Vacant structure (only 20 percent RTW scenarios- to be discussed)
Decontamination requirements etc.
Load calculations for residential occupancy
Energy supply requirements (electrical needs)
Ventilation/clean air requirements
Product safety standards

Esber A. to head MPE work group—Mechanical/operations subgroup to merge into MPE group.

Next meeting of PTF is on June 23, 2021 at 9am EST.